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It has been a fairly uneventful week in financial markets even though the SPX
index managed to notch a series of record closing highs, it has yet to breach
2,400 on a closing basis having briefly crossed this level at the start of March.
This stalling of progress means that the index has fallen behind the very strong
progress made in 1987, 1997 and 2013, but we suspect that a breach of 2,400
would see the index make a sharpmove higher.

Despite the 10 week period of consolidation by the overall SPX index, and the
longer 5 month consolidation by the RTY index, strong gains continue to be
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recorded in specific sectors with technology remaining clear leadership. The
NDX index has risen 16.82% YTD, which we show as the best start to a year
through May 10 since 1999, when it rose 17.92%. This does not mean that
the 101.95% return over the entire year of 1999 can realistically be matched
(although we are mathematically on track for a roughly 50% gain), but it
does indicate the degree to which technology, now 22.8% of the SPX index,
has started to dominate even passive investment returns.

Curiously we have not seen any great evidence of abnormally large ETF
inflows into this sector, but this probably means that technology is the one
sector where most investors still prefer to invest in specific companies
rather than an ETF or index, in other words it is the only sector where we
can talk about a typical bull market degree of belief and enthusiasm.

To our eyes this is consistent with a bull market that is approaching
maturity, although the finish line still probably lies a few quarters into the
future. This does not mean that it is time to turn negative on the market,
but it does mean that it is time to start thinking about how and why this
cycle might end.

In the meantime we are about to enter the second half of the second
quarter, a roughly six week period which is typically the secondmost
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important part of the calendar for institutional allocations. This is because it
offers the first clear opportunity to consider weightings deemed appropriate at
the start of the year and make any changes that now seem to be necessary. In
general there are two opposing forces at work, a “conservative” wish to
rebalance any portfolio shifts back to a desired benchmark, and a more
“proactive” wish to tilt a portfolio towards areas that are have performed
surprisingly well and away from those that have done poorly.

The list of assets performing poorly since the start of the year is short. It would
include the USD, which is down against most currencies and arguably over‐
owned as a global currency and crude oil and the energy sector, which by
contrast looks to have been liquidated. We do have concerns regarding REITs,
which remain in positive territory as a group YTD but down significantly from
their 2016 peaks. Furthermore the Retail related REITs continue to track the
dismal path lower shown by the MLPs in 2014/16 (see chart).

Readers should note that this does not imply mass bankruptcies amongst retail
REITs (the vast majority of MLPs remain solvent today) but commercial real
estate in general appears to be over‐owned, overpriced and oversupplied in
many markets and this is a tough combination to overcome as an investor. To a
degree that demand for space is also deteriorating (which is the case with
retail) or new supply accelerating (New York office REITs) we would be
extremely cautious at assuming that current earnings are sustainable over the
remainder of the cycle.

Most global markets on the other hand can be assumed to have comfortably
surpassed expectations at the start of the year. The MSCI emerging market
index (MXEF) for instance is up 15.4% through May 9th, almost matching the
NDX index and the strongest start to a year since 2009. Even during the “super‐
cycle” years only 2006 saw a stronger start to a year (24.64%) although 1999
saw a spectacular 33.7% gain through May 9th, a product of the collapse that
took place between 1997 and 1998 and the headlong rush into EM telecom
stocks which were viewed as potential internet monopolies. There is no
guarantee that this strong performance will lead to increased quarter end
allocations, but we would not be shocked if this were to take place, particularly
since we do not believe that many investors started the year with a “full EM
plate”.

European equites have also had a strong start to the year and there is clearly a
rotation back into this geographic region taking place, and we suspect some
repatriation by European investors out of their large US equity and treasury
holdings.

The danger at such times is that something unexpected turns everything on its
head. We do not have a sense that the risk of this happening is being
underestimated by the market, and the extremely low levels of implied
volatility are currently justified by market conditions. We are aware of the
discussion regarding China and poor performance of local bond and equity
markets, following a tightening of local liquidity by the PBOC. Thus far the
PBOC’s actions do not concern us although they do act as a deterrent to owning
onshore Chinese financial instruments until the period of tightening has run its
course. The underlying Chinese economy still looks to be enjoying a period of
recovery and the rise in local money market rates is being counteracted by
generous liquidity provision into the large banks and insurance companies.

Commodity markets have suffered considerable drawdowns in recent weeks,
but this looks to be caused by the unwinding of speculative positions rather
than any significant downturn in demand. There is always a danger that the
PBOC will misjudge matters, but for the time being the balance of risk and
reward remains tilted towards the latter.



S&P 500

The SPX has continued to trade in a tight range just below round number resistance at the 2,400 level. On both Monday and Tuesday the large
cap index did poke its head above that level on an intraday basis but gently pulled back into the close. It would be remiss not to mention that
the SPX did close at a record high yesterday (2,399.63) but it still has yet eat through overhead supply and charge to the next level (which we do
believe will ultimately happen). That said, it may be that the SPX will need to fill either of the two April opening gaps before it continues higher
which at worst case would only still leave it range bound. We nowmark short term at 2,360 and second key support at the March lows at 2,320.
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NASDAQ 100

The NDX has continued to chug higher closing yesterday’s session at another record closing high (5,681.68). MACD continues to push higher in
positive territory and appears on track to confirm the new highs in price. The one concern that suggests that a pause or pullback is in order is
the distance that the NDX has peeled away from its rising 50‐day ma. In March we witnessed a similar gap between price and the shorter term
moving average that led to consolidation and it is quite possible that price action of the same ilk will unfold. That said we would view such a
scenario as constructive and not damaging in the least to the longer term trend. We continue to mark first support at 5,620 which marks the
confluence of both price andmoving average support and second at 5,350.
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Russell 2000

After notching a new closing high and trading back into its trading range, the RTY stopped and held support afforded by its 50‐day moving
average that also marks the center of the trading range. MACD has begun to flatten out in positive territory after a brief turn lower from
resistance. The RTY has continued to have a much different trading pattern than the SPX and the NDX and has not been the destination of new
capital flow but has been more of a trading vehicle. We continue to mark first support at the flattening 50‐dayma and second at 1,340.
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VXO

Given the degree to which the VIX index has become headline news we assume that most of our readers will be fully aware that we have been
experiencing a period of unusually low pricing of option premium. We fully expected this to take place following the French election, which led
to some “just in case” hedges that needed to be unwound in its aftermath, and we do not see low levels of the VIX (or VXO which we prefer due
to the lack of investment products that are tied to it) being particularly troublesome in themselves.

If there was an obvious deterioration taking place elsewhere that was being ignored then we would view a low VXO as a sign of complacency,
but there is nothing like the HY spread widening that took place in the summer of 2015 or the deterioration of the mortgage market in the
winter of 2007 before the VXO was forced rapidly higher. As such we view the pricing of volatility as unusually low, but justified by an
environment that is unusually boring.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

The constructive stair step price pattern in the MXEF that has been built by a series of rallies followed by backing and filling has continued. At
the close of yesterday’s trading session (995.09) the index was only one good day away from our long standing price target of 1,000. The index
has been aided by a number of EM equity indexes that have overtaken or are challenging new highs. These include the KOSPI, MEXBOL, TWSE
and SENSEX. We nowmark first short term support at 970 and second at the rising 50‐dayma (962.94).
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10 Year Treasury Note

We wrote last week that the quality of the BLS employment report would determine the direction of the next move in the 10‐year, with a weak
report potentially bringing the 200‐day into play and a strong report taking it to the middle of the trading range. The latter proved to be the
outcome and without moving significantly in any single session the 10‐year had climbed up to 2.411% by Wednesday’s close, its highest level
since March 30th.

Having made a clear turn in direction the odds would favor a steady move back up to the higher reaches of the range, with 2.63% marking the
December 2016 high. We doubt that much would be made of the move higher until the 2.50% level was breached, after which point rather
more may appear to be at stake. Our view remains that the key turn in yields took place last July over 100 bp below the current level, and that
bondmarket historians will view 2016 as marking the end of the long bull market that had prevailed since the financial crisis took hold.
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US Dollar

After having traced its 200‐day ma since early April, the DXY made a new YTD low earlier this week at 98.5. This dip nonetheless proved short
lived as the index bounced back to not only regain, but break through this trend support in the following days. The DXY now finds itself
approaching its 50‐day ma around the 100 level, where we would expect some resistance to be present. Overall we would note that despite the
drift lower that has taken place over the course of this year, the DXY still remains range bound and would need to break below 98 in order to
see a change of pace to the downside.
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Gold

Gold continued to drift lower and has been an obvious victim of the lack of a French election shock. The metal closed on Wednesday at
$1,219.15, down from $1,295 a month ago, and now looks to be targeting key support at the $1,200 level. If the metal can hold above $1,200
then we would view the damage as reasonably contained and expect to see a range between $1,200 and $1,260 (a 5% band) prevail while the
metal repairs the damage to its progress. A decline below $1,200 would be more serious, with support at $1,180 the only obvious barrier to a full
retest of last December’s low at $1,121.
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Crude Oil

Crude oil has made somewhat of a roundabout journey since we last wrote, plunging through support at its March lows to find second support
around $45, and has since been working to regain prior levels. Should this short‐term rally continue we would expect meaningful resistance to
be found just below the $50 level, where the 50 and 200‐day ma look on course to meet over the next few trading sessions. To the downside,
$45 appears likely to continue serving as support until proven otherwise.
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Copper

In what has been a tough week for metals in general, it is no surprise to see copper prices losing more ground from when we last wrote.
Despite this, however, the metal has remained within its long‐term range and continues respect its long‐term support at $5,500. While a
bounce could very well take place off current levels, MACD probing further into negative territory suggests that copper could experience a
deeper pullback before price recovery can take place. Should this be the case, we would mark second support at the metal’s 200‐dayma.
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